NEW! Comfort

and Delight

Ah, the simple delight of
a warm sweater on a crisp
morning, as comforting as
fresh-baked bread. Head
for a stroll under autumn
skies or by the misty shore,
snug in this delightfully
soft cardigan. Extra
length keeps you
warmer, collar lies flat
or can be turned up
and buttoned, two
pockets. Approx. 30"
long. 100% supersoft merino wool,
specially crafted for
maximum comfort;
hand wash. Sizes
XS-XXL. Made in
Ireland. In Mint,
Cream or Dark Grey.
A20168 Super-Soft
Long Cardigan $179

This curious-looking pendant actually
tells the most basic part of your story—
your name. One side is in Ogham, the
writing of the ancient Celts; the other,
in simple English. (Note—Ogham
reads bottom to top.) Sterling silver or
10k gold; on 18" chain. Can fit up to 10
letters. Special order; allow 4-6 weeks.
Not returnable. Made in Ireland.
J20646 Personalized Ogham Pendant,
in Sterling Silver $179
in 10k Gold $749
actual size

Dark Grey

Nocturnal Magic

On a clear winter night, moonlight
sparkles on the snow, and
illuminates owls watching the
nocturnal forest. Evoke moonlight
magic with these fluffy white owls;
feathers and faux down dusted
with glitter. Figures stand on their
own, or their feet are wired to grip
a tree branch. 5½" high, set of two.
D21127 Pair of White Owls $28

bridget’s Cross

the one
beside you

It doesn’t matter where
you go in life…what you
do…or how much you
have…it’s who you have
beside you.
—Anniversary Blessing
Wise perspective, for an
anniversary, wedding
or any celebration of
togetherness. Print of
an original illumination
by artist Kevin Dillon,
in the style of medieval
manuscripts. Gilded-vine
frame has easel back
and hanger, 9" x 11". Also
available as a matted print, unframed (see gaelsong.com). Made in USA.
D10103 Who You Have Beside You Print, Gilded Frame $49
D10099 Who You Have Beside You Print, Matted $28
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Garden

Meadow

Autumn Woods

actual size

Bridget, both the saint and her pre-Christian
predecessor, is protector of the hearth. Irish women
would weave a Bridget’s cross of grassy rushes
to hang over the door to bring good fortune. This
unusual binding-knot Bridget’s cross of sterling silver
is made in Ireland by Martina Hamilton. On 18" chain.
J30011 Bridget’s Cross $72

House Warming
NEW! Love in All

Directions

Knotwork hearts form a star, a
message of love flowing and returning
in all directions—the unity of family
and community. Sterling silver;
pendant on 18" chain.
J10643 Heart Knot Earrings $55
J20949 Heart Knot Pendant $45
SAVE $20! Buy both for $80!

Show the world your verve and assurance,
while being true to your warm, soft heart. This sweater
turns cable knit around—wide collar frames your face,
lightly-fitted waist flares out for a flattering, feminine
fit. One-button closure. 25" long.
100% merino wool in marled
soft grey; hand wash. Sizes
S-XL. Ireland.
A20062 Wrap-Peplum
Cardigan $140

NEW!

As the boat heads toward the
islands, the mist over the water
turns the hills to a blur of color
and shadow. Stay warm with
this soft scarf inspired by the
misty colors of the islands of
Ireland: sky blue, dusty purple,
grass green, navy blue. Soft
merino wool, strengthened with
polyamide and further softened
with cashmere, is loomed in
Ireland. 9" x 64". Shown in
Island; also available in Garden,
Meadow or Autumn Woods.
B30057 Irish Islands Scarf $60

Island

grace under pressure

What should you carry
with you? Peace, patience,
kindness and goodness are
always welcome. Proclaim
your thoughtful cargo with
this shoulder bag made from
re-purposed military canvas
tents and trimmed with
distressed leather. Zip closure,
lined interior includes one zip
pocket. Zip pocket on back and
flap pocket on front help sort
your gear. 12" high, 9" wide, 3½" deep. Strap adjusts 26"-50".
B40033 Peace & Patience Shoulder Bag $55

island mist

Mint

Cream

carry on with
kindness

What’s Your Name?

actual size

gaelsong.com

“Peace to this House”—a simple wish,
always appropriate. May all be well
where your loved ones gather. Place
this room blessing anywhere you
would like a special reminder. Pewter
blessing can be attached to a wall or
doorpost; curved shape allows you to
put a small prayer scroll or note in the
back. 4½" high, comes in a gift box.
Solid pewter. Made in USA.
D23870 House Blessing $35

1.800.205.5790

eternal
links

EXCLUSIVE!
We are all links
in an enduring
chain,
connected to
family, friends
and community.
The strong links of this
cable-like chain are connected
by eternal knots, a reminder of our unbroken connections.
Substantial sterling silver bracelet features hinged connections
and a unique clasp. Available in a range of lengths: 7", 7½", 8",
8½", 9", 9½". Designed by Keith Jack.
J50041 Dragon-Weave Bracelet with Celtic Clasp $350
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